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Level One

Proofpoint Email Fraud Defense
The Proofpoint Email Fraud Defense course provides you with an overview of our
solution and a thorough grounding in email fraud. You will learn how to use Email
Fraud Defense and Email Brand Defense to protect against these types of threats.
We recommend this course for administrators who are new to Email Fraud Defense.
This one-hour web-based training course has no prerequisites.
Course Outline–OVERVIEW
Module 1: Email Fraud Threats
Get an overview of email fraud threats—including spam, phishing and spoofing—and find out how Email Fraud
Defense and Email Brand defense help protect against them.
Module 2: Email Authentication
Review the three main authentication protocols—SPF, DKIM, and DMARC—and understand why DMARC is the only
way to ensure email domain authentication.
Module 3: Implementation Requirement
Learn about the product onboarding process, email governance and monitoring, policy enforcement and evaluation,
and ongoing maintenance.
Module 4: UI Overview
Walk through the Email Fraud Defense user interface, with special attention to domains, data filtering, reports and alerts.
Module 5: Email Brand Defense
Get a detailed explanation of Email Brand Defense functionality, looking at filtering, drilling down into detail views and
creating brand defense whitelists.
Exam: Proofpoint Accredited Administrator for Proofpoint Email Fraud Defense
Test your knowledge and earn the Level One certificate for Email Fraud Defense.
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